An optimal scheduling algorithm is described that feasibly schedules a set of m periodic tasks on n processors before their respective deadlines, if the task set satis es certain conditions. The complexity of this scheduling algorithm in terms of the number of scheduled tasks and the number of processors and upper bounds on the number of preemptions in a given time interval and for any single task is also derived. The optimal algorithm is shown to be particularly useful when schedules are built from the integral ow values obtained from the corresponding maximum ow network.
Introduction
Hard real-time systems are those systems St88] in which the correctness of the system depends not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the time at which the results are produced. Severe consequences will result if timing correctness properties of the system are violated. Applications of real-time systems can be found in automated factories, robot and vision systems, military command and control systems, process control systems etc.. The use of multiprocessors for control and monitoring functions in such real-time systems has increased recently. E cient use of these systems requires a proper scheduling of time-critical functions. Recognizing the importance of scheduling issues in real-time systems, there have been several works CSR88] to arrive at e ective real-time scheduling algorithms. Most of the existing results either pertain to simplistic situations or single processor systems. In, fact, most of the scheduling problems of interest to practical real-time systems are NP? hard and hence, there is a need for heuristics or approximation techniques. E cient scheduling algorithms based on heuristics to schedule a set of tasks on multiprocessor systems have been shown in RSS90]. However, such algorithms are not optimal when the characteristics of tasks are known a priori. In this paper, we investigate hard real-time scheduling issues at compile time, when task characteristics are known a priori. Consider the hard real-time environment where, 1. Requests for tasks are periodic, with constant interval between requests. 2. Each task must be completed before the next request for it occurs.
3. Tasks are independent. 4. Computation time for each task is constant. This can be taken as the maximum processing time for the task including the bookkeeping time necessary to request a successor and the costs of preemptions.
In such an environment, we consider the following scheduling problem. Let ? = f? 1 ; ? 2 ; :::; ? m g be a set of m periodic tasks with computation times fC 1 ; C 2 ; :::; C m g, and periodicity (or deadlines) fD 1 ; D 2 ; :::; D m g respectively. The k th ; k 1, instance of a task ? i must be computed in full between the time units (k ? 1) D i and k D i . When this is so, we consider the schedule to be feasible. We are interested in constructing a preemptive schedule of these m tasks on n processors at compile time. The arrival time of the rst instance of each task is the same. Let the computation times and periodicity (or deadlines) of tasks be expressed as integral multiples of the processor clock tick. A task can be preempted only at integral time units. The restriction of task preemption at integral time units is constrained by hardware requirements. Note that if a task is preemptable at non integral time units, then the solution to the real-time, periodic task scheduling problem is trivial. Further, a valid schedule must satisfy the following two constraints :
(A1) At any instant, at most one task can be executed on any single processor. (A2) No single task can be executed on more than one processor at the same time instant.
The utilization factor U of the task set ? is de ned as the fraction of total multiprocessor time spent in its execution. Since C i =D i is the fraction of multiprocessor time spent in executing task ? i ; the utilization factor U of the task set ? is, U = P m i=1 (C i =D i ). It is clear from constraint (A1) that the condition U n is necessary for feasible scheduling of the set of periodic tasks on n processors. It is very interesting to know how large the utilization factor can be. The uniprocessor case has been considered in LW73], where it is shown that for feasible scheduling of a set of periodic tasks, the condition U 1 is both necessary and su cient. Optimal preemptive schedules minimizing maximum lateness and total delay for the single machine case and for a restricted multimachine case have been A new notion of temporal fairness based on proportionate progress of real-time tasks called proportionate fairness or P-fairness has been described in BCPV93], BGP95]. The resources are allocated to real-time tasks as`fairly' as possible. At the end of each time unit, the requirement of tasks are met as close as possible. This is di erent from the objective of reducing the number of task preemptions in certain real-time applications where the time taken to download and upload a task cannot be ignored. An example of such a real-time application is image processing of the images beamed by satellites to an earth station. The notion of P-fairness is found to be useful in some other real-time applications like in a multiprogramming environment, where users may need to be given`fair' access to some resources like CPU time, in order to avoid undue delays. The cost of downloading and uploading a task in such modelling of real-time applications is negligible as compared to the cost of keeping a task waiting for`unfair' amount of time. It has been shown in BCPV93] that a P-fair schedule exists for every feasible multiple resource sharing problem. It has been claimed in ( BCPV93] , Theorem 1) that the condition, P m i=1 (C i =D i ) n, is su cient for scheduling the set of m periodic tasks on n processors. A maximum ow network is constructed which when solved for the maximum ow gives a P-fair schedule, provided the original problem is feasible. The claim in BCPV93] that every task set satisfying the condition, P m i=1 (C i =D i ) n, has a feasible schedule is not correct, because it is not necessary that the maximum ow value of the network for integral ow values on all arcs is the sum of the computation times of all instances of all tasks in the time span of interest. Hence, the question whether a task set satisfying the condition, P m i=1 (C i =D i ) n, has a feasible schedule still remains an open question.
In this paper, we answer the question whether the condition U n is su cient for optimal feasible scheduling on n processors for tasksets satisfying certain conditions. We divide the time interval into simple blocks of equal length T each such that exactly one instance of each task remains active in each block. A compound block consists of one or more consecutive simple blocks. Let the average requirement of a task in a block be (C i =D i length of the block): We attempt to partition the total computation requirement of a task into its average requirement in one or more compound blocks within the deadline of the task. We build an actual schedule of the set of m tasks on n processors when the utilization factor, U, of this task set, ?, is less than or equal to n. Let KS93] a feasible schedule of the set of m tasks on n processors when the tasks have integral requirements in a simple block, i.e., when T C i =D i are integers for each task ? i . It was di erent when the requirements of tasks are non-integral in a simple block. In fact, two sub cases were derived when feasible schedule of a task set is obtained on n processors when its utilization factor U does not exceed n. Let a compound block of length l consist of l consecutive simple blocks. For example, the time intervals 0; l T]; l T; 2l T]; 2l T; 3l T]; ::: are compound blocks of length l each. Let, U n, for some integer n. In this paper, we establish the following new results :
1. The condition, U n, is both necessary and su cient for scheduling a set of periodic tasks, ?, satisfying certain conditions and with utilization factor, U, not greater than n, on n processors, such that the computational requirement of each task is met before its respective deadline. 2. A complete schedule of the task set ?. times, computation times and deadlines, if the maximum ow in the corresponding network is P m i=1 C i , where C i denotes the computational requirements of task ? i . A schedule which minimizes the mean weighted execution time loss is described in BF87] using the min-costmax-ow approach. Both the above approaches use the McNaughton's rule Mn59] or the Gonzalez and Sahni's scheduling algorithm GS78] to build a schedule from the ow values of the network in each of the time intervals. We show in this paper that if our optimal scheduling algorithm is used to build a schedule from the ow values of the network, then it is possible to organize the nodes corresponding to the time intervals in a binary search tree manner, thereby reducing the edge complexity of the network substantially. The number of edges of the network in the case of periodic real-time tasks is shown to reduce by at least 47%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a scheduling algorithm, which is optimal in the sense that it feasibly schedules a task set, ?, satisfying certain conditions on n processors. Section 3 provides a proof of the optimality of this scheduling algorithm. It also arrives at the complexity of the scheduling algorithm in terms of the number of operations required to schedule a set of m tasks on n processors. An upper bound on the total number of task preemptions in a time interval of length D and on the number of preemptions of any single task is also arrived at. Section 4 describes how to reorganise the time intervals of the network model of Ma82] in a binary search tree manner so as to reduce the number of edges of the network corresponding to the periodic real-time task scheduling problem and then use the optimal algorithm described in this paper to construct a schedule from the integral ow values obtained by solving the resultant network for the maximum ow.
The Optimal Scheduling Algorithm
In this section, we describe a scheduling algorithm SA for deriving a feasible, multiprocessor schedule, if it exists, satisfying constraints (A1) and (A2) and establish its optimality for tasksets satisfying certain conditions listed below. The algorithm SA is shown to be optimal in the sense that it constructs a feasible, preemptive schedule of a set of m periodic tasks on n uniform processors, whenever the task set satis es the necessary condition for feasible scheduling on n processors, that is, its utilization factor, U, is less than or equal to n; and is such that for any pair of tasks (? i ; ? j ) 2 ? 2 ; ? i 6 = ? j , at least one of the following two conditions is satis ed. F is a subset of the set of factors of (D=T). If f 2 F, then let next(f) denote the immediate higher factor of (D=T) in natural ordering to f remaining in F. Let od /* end of the do loop at step 2 */ 10. F F ?ffg; if 9? i 3 ? i is selected in step 2, then remove all factors from F which are not multiples of 0 f 0 ; 11. if ? is non-empty, then f f next(f); goto step 2.g Only those tasks ? i are selected in step 2 whose average requirement N i (f) in a compound block of size 0 f 0 is integral. The algorithm SA selects the least indexed available processor in step 5 by taking the least of the values of i b from among the simple blocks of the compound block under consideration. The selected simple block is the least indexed simple block such that the processor indexed i b is available in it. In each compound block, the algorithm SA selects the least indexed simple block corresponding to the least indexed eligible processor for scheduling a task. The task ? i is allotted less than T time units in any simple block, so as not to violate constraint (A2). In step 6 of the algorithm, the task ? i is allotted 0 s 0 time units on processor i b , i.e., from time units j b to (j b +s?1). The task's requirement N i (f) in the compound block is accordingly reduced. If the processor i b becomes full in the simple time block 0 b 0 , the algorithm advances to the next processor for scheduling tasks in the time block 0 b 0 . The next compound block is considered for scheduling task ? i only when the full requirement N i (f) of the task in the current compound block has been fully met. In step 11 of the algorithm, the next size of the compound block for generating schedules of tasks still remaining in the task set is chosen such that it is an integral multiple of the earlier size. The algorithm SA constructs the schedule for the task set ? in m passes, where m is the number of tasks. Each task ? i is considered for scheduling in a compound block of size f, such that its requirement, N i (f), is integral in the compound block of size less than or equal to D i . The constraint (A2) that no more than one processor computes a task at any single time instant, is taken care of by the variable t b , which ensures that no task is allotted more than T time units in any simple block. The schedule for each task is built over the entire interval of interest, i.e., 0; D].
An example of a schedule of the task set in Table 1 3 Optimality Of Algorithm SA In this section, we prove that the algorithm SA described above is optimal in the sense that it always constructs a feasible, preemptive schedule of a set of m periodic tasks on n uniform processors, whenever the task set satis es the necessary condition for feasible scheduling on n processors, that is, its utilization factor, U, is less than or equal to n, and also satis es at least one of the two conditions, i.e., (C1) or (C2). We also derive upper bounds on the number of operations carried out by the algorithm SA to schedule the task set and on the total number of preemptions in a given time interval and for any single task when algorithm SA is used to schedule tasks. In order to prove the su ciency of the condition U n for scheduling the taskset ? satisfying (C1) or (C2) on n processors, we rst prove 
of algorithm SA to guarantee that no more than one processor is allotted to a task at any single time unit, therefore, constraint (A2) is also satis ed. Thus, the schedule is valid and it needs to be proved that the schedule constructed by SA is feasible. Hypothesis : Suppose in step 10 of algorithm SA, some factor is eliminated from the factor set F.
We need only prove that the feasibility condition of a task yet to be selected for scheduling by algorithm SA, is not violated by the elimination of the factor from the factor set F.
Case 1 : is such that T does not correspond to any task deadline. It is obvious that the elimination of from the factor set F does not violate the feasibility constraint of any task remaining to be scheduled in ?. Since, by hypothesis, the factor corresponds to some eliminated factor from the factor set
This implies GCD(D k ; D l ) C j D j is integral.
Hence the task ? j is selected for scheduling by the algorithm SA in the iteration corresponding to the factor GCD(D k =T; D l =T).
Hence the Lemma.
2
We say that a processor Pr p is occupied in a given compound block, if some task ? i is allotted to some simple time block corresponding to the compound block. We also say that a processor Pr p is fully occupied in a given compound block if there are no idle time units in any simple time block of the compound block. by SA only when all lower indexed processors are completely occupied. Also the schedule for all the simple blocks are identical. Hence the lemma for the base case follows.
(When the factor 1 is not in F, T can be suitably modi ed to f T, where f is the least factor contained in F, all others factors in F are suitably scaled down by the factor 0 f 0 . Factors not divisible by 0 f 0 are eliminated later in step 10 of algorithm SA.) Now using Lemma 2, the necessary condition for scheduling a set of m periodic tasks satisfying (C1) or (C2) and with a utilization factor U; 3 U n, will be shown to be su cient for feasible scheduling the task set on n processors.
Theorem 1 : The condition, U n, is su cient for feasible scheduling of a task set ? on n processors, if the task set ? satis es at least one of the two conditions, i.e., (C1) or (C2), and also satis es the necessary condition for feasible scheduling on n processors.
Algorithm SA is optimal in the sense that it builds a feasible schedule for such a task set on n processors.
Proof : If algorithm SA cannot feasibly schedule a task set with utilization factor, U 3 (U n), then for some task ? i in the task set, scheduled in a compound block of length f say, there is an over ow. This means that some computational requirement of the task ? i in a compound block is not met.
Observe the situation before the task ? i is scheduled by SA. It is clear that Pr n is occupied in the compound block in which the over ow occurred. If not, then the computational requirement, N i (f), of task ? i could have been met by algorithm SA by scheduling it on Pr n , since, by assumption, N i (f) f T. This implies, by Lemma 2, that Pr j ; 8j 3 (j < n) is completely occupied in all simple time blocks before ? i is scheduled by SA, which means, that the task ? i can be scheduled on Pr n only. But still its computational requirements are not met. The over ow of a task, ? i , in a particular compound block implies the over ow of ? i in all compound blocks. That is,
where F is the partial factor set of F, and j is a subset of the taskset ? selected in step 2 of algorithm SA for scheduling in a compound block of size j T. Hence, it cannot be the case that there is an over ow while scheduling task ? i . Hence algorithm SA is optimal in the sense that it builds a feasible schedule for such a task set satisfying conditions (C1) or (C2) whenever there exists one. Since there exists an algorithm to feasibly schedule such a task set with utilization factor, U, on n processors when the necessary condition, (U n), is satis ed, it implies that this condition is also su cient for feasibly scheduling a task set satisfying at least one of the two conditions, i.e., (C1) or (C2) on n processors.
Hence the Theorem.
Lemma 3 : The algorithm SA takes at most O(m D=T) operations to build a complete schedule for a set of m tasks satisfying at least one of the two conditions, i.e., (C1) or (C2) on n processors, with task computation times C 0 i s and deadlines D 0 i s satisfying usual conditions y . Also, the total number of task preemptions in any interval of length D is at most (m + n ? 1) D=T.
Proof : Clearly there are m passes of algorithm SA, corresponding to each task ? i . To build a schedule for a single task in a time interval of length D, algorithm SA checks all simple blocks at most twice for scheduling the task in its corresponding compound blocks. This is because a task can be scheduled at most on two processors within a simple block.
Therefore steps 5 and 6 of SA takes O(f) operations, where f is the size of the compound block under consideration. Therefore, for each task, step 3 to step 8 of the algorithm takes O( f D=(f T)), or O(D=T) operations. Therefore, for m tasks, we get the complexity of algorithm SA to be O(m D=T).
To get an upper bound on the total number of task preemptions in a simple block, we note that at most m tasks can be loaded in a simple block. Further SA can preempt at most (n ? 1) tasks when a task is scheduled on two processors within a simple block. Also tasks are allotted contiguous time slots of any single processor in any given simple block. Hence the lemma.
Note that the above complexity is only an upper bound of the actual complexity of y Ci Di, for each task ?i, and U n. the scheduling algorithm SA. Since Lemma 4 : The number of edges of the revised network in the case of periodic real-time tasks is reduced by at least a factor of (1 ? lg 3 3 ), or nearly 47%, where lg denotes log to the base 2. 3. l l + 1 /* consider the next level of the binary tree */ 4. if l > (level of root), then stop else goto step 2.
Conclusion
In a static system, the characteristics of the real-time system are known a priori, and hence, the schedule can be built at compile time. Such systems are quite in exible even though they may incur low runtime overheads. In practice, most applications involve a number of dynamic components. A proper design should ensure high resource utilisation and low overheads for such applications. Most of the algorithms which are optimal for static scheduling are not optimal for dynamic scheduling. In particular, Mok and Dertouzos DM89] showed that, for multiprocessor systems, there can be no optimal algorithm for scheduling preemptable tasks if either arrival time or deadline or computation time of tasks is not known a priori. They also showed that, if the set of all possible tasks that will ever arrive in a system can be scheduled initially, then the set can be scheduled at run-time also. The use of this approach is limited, because in most dynamic systems, the probability that all possible arriving tasks can be scheduled initially is low. Current methods of determining the schedule of a new task arriving on-line in a multiprocessor environment is based on heuristics. An optimal design for next generation real-time systems would be to revise the schedules dynamically at little run-time cost. Our result has approached closer to a long outstanding open problem : whether any idle time of the multiprocessor system could be used for feasible scheduling of new periodic tasks? The algorithm SA computes the actual time-slots at which a task must execute, and one could use this for non-preemptive scheduling as opposed to preemptive scheduling. We have also shown that our scheduling algorithm is superior to that described in Mn59], GS78] when the schedule is built from the integral ow values obtained by solving the corresponding maximum ow network. Our algorithm is therefore more general for building schedules from the integral ow values of maximum ow networks. Our scheduling algorithm SAN is di erent from the one proposed in Mn59] for identical processor case and in GS78] for uniform processor case in that the latter algorithms do not permit the building up of schedules over several passes of the time interval under consideration, which can be done using the algorithm SAN. In this paper, we have assumed that tasks in a hard real-time environment are independent. However simple precedence constraints among tasks can be modeled as follows. Let a task ? i occur after a xed number (say n) of occurrences of another task ? j . This is modeled by choosing the periods of tasks ? i and ? j so that the period of ? i is n times the period of ? j and the (n + 1) th request for ? j coincides with the 1 st request for ? i , and so on. 
